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NEW QUESTION: 1
Wann sollte eine Problemumgehung erstellt werden?
A. Wenn eine potenzielle dauerhafte LÃ¶sung identifiziert wurde
B. Nach der LÃ¶sung eines Problems
C. Sobald der Vorfall protokolliert ist, so schnell wie
mÃ¶glich
D. Wenn ein Problem nicht schnell behoben werden kann

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is a value of a Service Mesh, such as the one provided by
Istio?
A. It provides secured and controlled connections between
services
B. It provides performance tuning for NGINX running on the
proxy nodes
C. It allows service accounts to interact with micro services
D. It controls namespaces to interact with one another
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
In ProxyAV anti-virus scanners are ____
A. asynchronous calls to remote scanner hardware
B. multiple parallel threads sharing the same code and the same
address space
C. multiple parallel processes not sharing the same address
space
D. synchronous procedure calls within ProxyAV
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
DRAG DROP
You have a server named Server1 that runs Windows Server 2016.
You need to deploy the first node cluster of a Network
Controller cluster Which four cmdlets should you run in
sequence? To answer, move the appropriate cmdlets from the list
of cmdlets to the answer area and arrange them in the correct
order
Answer:
Explanation:
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